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Automatic Categorization and Enrichment of Financial Transactions 
ABSTRACT 
Users benefit from being able to view and search their financial transaction data. Current 
techniques suffer from inadequate data, insufficient labeling, incorrect categorization, etc. and 
fail to provide users with a clear description of a transaction or to search for specific types of 
transactions. This disclosure describes a framework to ingest data related to financial 
transactions from multiple user-permitted data sources such as payments via a digital wallet or 
payment app, third-party data, merchant location data, email, images of receipts etc.; to analyze 
such data to identify a merchant associated with each transaction; to infer a transaction category; 
and to enable a user to use such enriched data to search or view their financial transactions.  
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BACKGROUND 
Digital payment platforms enable users to pay merchants and carry out online 
transactions, as well as transfer money to other users. An important distinguishing feature of 
such platforms is their ability to provide rich transaction data to the user. Such data enables users 
to get a better view of their financial transactions than the limited, often-cryptic transaction 
information that they receive from financial institutions. 
Transaction categorization as provided by a majority of the financial service providers 
(e.g., banks, credit cards, etc.) is typically broad and devoid of context. For example, even when 
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using ISO standard merchant category codes, it is possible that similar transactions are reported 
under different codes, e.g., the merchant category code (MCC) for “Fast Food Restaurants” is 
different from the MCC code for “Eating places and Restaurants.” If a transaction is categorized 
under the category code “Fast Food Restaurants,” it may not appear when a user searches for 
“eating places.” Further, fast food restaurants is a broad category encompassing fast food 
restaurants across multiple cuisines. Thus, transaction data that uses such categorization is not 
usable to enable searches for a granular category such as Asian food or Thai food. 
DESCRIPTION 
In the absence of item-level detail for a majority of digital payment transactions, 
merchant and transaction category inference are important to enable users to draw insights on 
their spends. Enriched transaction data with transaction category mapping at multiple levels of 
granularity can enable significantly more meaningful user experiences in various use cases such 
as search-by-category, spend breakdowns, etc. for digital payment platforms  
This disclosure describes a framework to ingest data from various user-permitted sources 
such as third party merchant transaction data, geographic location, user’s email, user’s image 
library, etc. and utilize such data to enrich information about their transactions. Users are 
provided with information regarding how such data sources may be utilized to enrich transaction 
data. Users are provided options to enable or disable permission to different data sources, to 
restrict permissions to specific items, or otherwise specify their preferences. Users can also turn 
off transaction enrichment entirely. 
The framework described herein enables different types of transaction enrichment, such 
as: 
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● Merchant name identification including physical location of merchant, merchant chain 
identification, online presence (if applicable) 
● Clean transaction description 
● Transaction category mapping at different levels of granularity 
● Transaction type 
● Receipt attachment from email and photos (if access to such data is permitted by the user) 
Fig. 1: Example method for transaction enrichment 
Fig. 1 illustrates an example method for transaction enrichment, per techniques described 
herein. The method can be implemented on any suitable server or other system that can access 
user-permitted data and can utilize image-processing techniques (e.g., optical character 
recognition, object recognition, etc.), text-processing techniques, and other computational 
techniques to extract, clean, and analyze data.  
With user permission, multiple types of data sources can be utilized for generating the 
enriched transaction data. Some examples of data sources that can be used include third party 
payment data, location data, email, digital payment data, e.g., obtained from digital wallets or 
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payment apps, and user’s image library (e.g., that may be used to store captured images of 
receipts). Depending on user permissions, one or more of these data sources may be excluded, or 
other suitable data sources may be added.  
Third party payment data can include the user’s credit card, debit card, and/or bank 
transactions. Location data can include the physical location of the merchant associated with 
digital wallet or payment gateway transactions. Email data can include orders, 
acknowledgements, receipts, etc. as detected in the user’s email. Other digital communications, 
e.g., via messaging apps, can also be accessed and utilized, if permitted by the user. Digital 
payment data can include in-store transactions made via a digital wallet or payment app. Images 
can include photographs of a receipt or bill in the user’s photo gallery. 
Relevant information for generating enriched transactions is extracted (102) from the 
user-permitted data sources. For third party payment data, transaction details such as transaction 
date and time, amount and merchant category as per third party sources (e.g., MCC, catalog 
identifier in merchant registry etc.) can be extracted. Geographic locations (merchant 
locations)where digital wallet or payment gateway transactions were made can be identified from 
geographic location data. If permitted by the user, email (and other communications) data can be 
analyzed to extract information from messages regarding orders on e-commerce portals, 
flight/hotel bookings, bank or card transaction notifications, receipts, etc. Digital payments data 
stream can include transaction details such as transaction date and time, amount and merchant 
name for the digital payment transactions performed via a digital wallet or payment app. With 
user permission, a subset of images (e.g., that are known to include text and be non-photographic 
in nature) in the user’s mage library can be programmatically analyzed to extract payment 
information, e.g., from images of payment acknowledgements or receipts. 
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With user permission, composite transactions are created (104) by combining data 
extracted from the various data sources. For example, for an in-store credit card transaction, a 
composite transaction can be created by combining data from one or more of: the third party 
payment data, the location data, a payment notification from email, and an image of a receipt.  
Merchant inference is performed (106) on the composite transaction by linking the 
composite transaction with other available data sources, e.g., registries of physical stores and 
online retailers. For transaction descriptions that list multiple user-facing entities, such as a 
transaction with the description “Delivery_service_A*Restaurant_name_B”, merchant inference 
involves identifying both the delivery service (A) and the restaurant (B). For transactions where 
a specific merchant cannot be identified (e.g., in the case of an in-store tap and pay purchase with 
an unknown or ambiguous location), merchant inference can help identify the merchant chain. 
The transaction details in the composite transaction are analyzed to perform transaction 
category inference (108). For third party transactions, predefined categories as identified by 
third-party sources can be used as an input for transaction category inference. In transactions 
where the merchant can be identified as an entity (e.g., with a particular geographic location), 
information from catalog identifiers for the merchant business/chain can be used. For bank and 
card transactions, the categorization hierarchy provided by financial institutions is considered as 
an input. Third party data, such as the merchant category code can also be used for transaction 
category inference. The transaction category inference is generated by applying a standardized 
score for the categories derived from different data sources with different methods. 
For example, if the user makes an in-store purchase at “ABC Thai”, and this is identified 
as a business (with a location on a digital map) during merchant inference, the merchant category 
can be identified as ‘thai_restaurant’ by leveraging a merchant registry that is based on 
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geographic entities. Similarly, if the user makes a purchase at TKclothes.com, the merchant 
category would be identified as ‘clothing store’ by leveraging a merchant registry for online 
businesses. If no merchant can be identified (and thus, no pre-populated category is available), 
the transactions are mapped to the transaction category with the highest weighted score.  
The composite transaction is enriched (110). For example, the enriched record for an in-
store purchase at “ABC Thai” can include details such as merchant name, transaction category at 
various granularities, associated receipts, and transaction type, e.g., in-store purchase, online 
purchase via digital wallet, bank transfer, etc. Transaction enrichment can also include obtaining 
a clean, understandable merchant name suitable for presentation to the user. For example, the 
raw transaction information such as “PAYMENTGATEWAY *ABC Thai 12345 CA” can be 
replaced with the readable name “ABC Thai.” Even in the situations where merchant 
identification fails, a clean, human-readable transaction description can be provided by stripping 
off the extraneous text, presenting the results in CamelCase, etc. The enriched transaction data is 
stored and made available to the user for search and/or analysis, e.g., to view spend breakdowns.  
Merchants identified as geographic entities and associated transaction categories are 
stored as a knowledge graph. For example, the ancestor categories for “thai_restaurant” can 
include broader categories such as “food,” “food_and_drink,” “restaurant,” “restaurant_or_cafe”, 
“asian,” “eatery,” “ethnic_foods,” etc.  
The use of a knowledge graph to store transaction categories enables handling user 
queries for “restaurant” as well as a more specific query for “thai restaurant,” based on the same 
data to provide rich and engaging insights for users. Once a category is identified, such data 
ensures that users can search for the transaction at any level of granularity, and by using related 
terms. For example, users can retrieve the in-store purchase at “ABC Thai” using search terms 
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such as “thai restaurant,” “asian,” “food and drink,” etc. Users can also add their own custom 
enrichments, e.g., a note or tag attached to a transaction, add a custom category, etc. The 
enriched transaction data can also be utilized to provide better offers and/or contextually relevant 
suggestions to the user. 
The described features can be implemented as part of a digital wallet or payments 
application. 
Further to the descriptions above, a user is provided with controls allowing the user to 
make an election as to both if and when systems, programs or features described herein may 
enable collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s financial transactions, 
email, image library, a user’s preferences, or a user’s current location), and if the user is sent 
content or communications from a server. In addition, certain data may be treated in one or more 
ways before it is stored or used, so that personally identifiable information is removed. For 
example, a user’s identity may be treated so that no personally identifiable information can be 
determined for the user, or a user’s geographic location may be generalized where location 
information is obtained (such as to a city, ZIP code, or state level), so that a particular location of 
a user cannot be determined. Thus, the user may have control over what information is collected 
about the user, how that information is used, and what information is provided to the user. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes a framework to ingest data related to financial transactions from 
multiple user-permitted data sources such as payments via a digital wallet or payment app, third-
party data, merchant location data, email, images of receipts etc.; to analyze such data to identify 
a merchant associated with each transaction; to infer a transaction category; and to enable a user 
to use such enriched data to search or view their financial transactions. 
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